
 

 

Job Description for Events & Operations Executive in Events & Operations (E&O) Department 
 
Company: European Professional Club Rugby 
Job Title: Events & Operations Executive reporting into the Event & Operations Manager 
Location: Lausanne, Switzerland   
Starting Date: 1st February 2019       
Duration: Permanent Contract 
 
Background: 
 
EPCR is responsible for the most sought-after prize in European Club Rugby – The Heineken Champions Cup. 
It is also responsible for the administration, organisation and commercialization of the Challenge Cup and the 
Continental Shield. The organisation is at an exceptionally exciting point in its evolution having secured 
significant partners such as Heineken, TISSOT and Gilbert and long-term media partners in the domestic market 
and internationally.   
  
EPCR is searching for a collaborative and committed individual to join and contribute to the success our Events 
and Operations Team in delivering our blue-chip club rugby competitions. Reporting into the Event and 
Operations Manager, the role will involve acting as a Liaison for number of the clubs across both competitions, 
working closely with the Match Official Managers at our stakeholder Unions, assisting with the commercial 
delivery of our Partners’ rights, delivering EPCR matches across the Pool and Knock Out Stages and working 
as the Team and Match Official Liaison for the Finals weekend.  
  
The role will be based at EPCR headquarters in Lausanne, Switzerland, and will involve extensive travel across 
Europe.   
 
 

Main Responsibilities: 
- Act as a Club Liaison (Heineken Champions Cup and Challenge Cup) ensuring the sporting, operational 

and commercial and delivery of the Participation Agreement (PA); 
- Build strong and effective relationships and engage both internally, with EPCR colleagues, and 

externally, with the leagues, clubs, broadcasters and contractors to assist with the effective delivery 
of the competitions; 

- Prepare Match Day Delivery Documentation for both Pool and Knock-Out Stages and manage Match 
Day Representatives appointed to allocated matches; 

- Assist with the logistical planning and implementation required to operationally and commercially 
deliver the season for EPCR across various European territories; 

- Undertake role as Match Officials Liaison with EPCR’s Stakeholder Unions; 
- Involvement with the operational elements of account management for EPCR’s Commercial Partners; 
- Undertake role as Sports Presentation and Ceremonies Liaison with EPCR’s appointed 

supplier/partner; 
- Assist with Semi-Finals and Finals venue preparation and the sporting, operational and commercial 

delivery under the guidance of E&O Manger. 
 

  



 

 

Desired: 
Skills & Experience 

- Minimum 1-3 years professional experience in a sports business environment; 
- Proven ability to manage the sporting, operational and commercial delivery of Sporting Events; 
- Proven knowledge and ability of working with Commercial Stakeholders and Sponsors to deliver their 

requirements; 
- Strong organizational skills and an ability to multi-task in a fast-paced environment, with diplomacy 

and flexibility; 
- Excellent communication and interpersonal skills; 
- Must be self-motivated, able to work independently but also know when to seek guidance; 
- Proven creative and innovative approach to problem solving; 
- Ability to establish and maintain strong interpersonal relationships; 
- Solid knowledge of Rugby and its major stakeholders in the Northern Hemisphere; 
- Proven proficiency with ICT and MS Applications. 

 

Languages 
- English – Fluent Required  
- French – Fluent/Business Level Desirable  

 


